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Should You Throw in The Parenting Towel?We’ve all been there – woken up to find a stranger
walking through our hallway. And no, it’s not a burglar or your sleep-walking next-door neighbor.
It’s your teenager! One minute, they’re all over you, and the next, you’re not allowed in their
TikTok videos! The energy has changed, and you’re on the outside looking in.Is it too late to start
parenting your teen? So, you search for that dusty magic book with all the secrets to parenting.
But there’s none! Which book tells you that some age-fluid adult will slide into your child’s DMs?
Or how to handle your 15-year-old being on contraceptives? Countless questions ring through
your mind as it dawns on you that what worked in the previous centuries will not cut it for your
Gen Z.Spoiler alert - you are never too late!Can you possibly navigate parenting teens in the
digital age amidst this lack of information? Sure! With insights from experts coupled with my
experiences as a Gen Z parent, you can master the balancing act – a thorough guide on being
supportive while allowing your teen to stumble and make mistakes.

From Library JournalIn 1943, nine-year-old Morris first met Skip, an English smooth-haired fox
terrier puppy who immediately went to sleep in his arms. From that magical moment of
connection ("I was an only child, and he now was an only dog") until Morris left home to go to
college, boy and dog were inseparable companions. In this sweetly sentimental if slight memoir,
the author of New York Days (LJ 8/93) and North Toward Home (9/15/67) recalls growing up with
Skip in the small, sleepy town of Yazoo, Mississippi. Unlike the other dogs Morris's family had
owned, Skip was special. He could play football, running the "Statue of Liberty" play, much to the
amazement of spectators ("Look at that dog playin' football!"). With a little assistance from
Morris, Skip could drive a car ("Look at that ol' dog drivin' a car!"). He could run the 100-yard
dash in 7.8 seconds, a world record for fox terriers. For anyone who has ever loved a dog,
Morris's loving tribute will be a delightful read.--Wilda Williams, "Library Journal"Copyright 1995
Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"A rich experience all around.... Skip turns out to be a dog worth writing about.... I'd
take him home in a shot." -Bruce McCall, The New York Times Book ReviewFrom the Trade
Paperback edition.From the Inside Flapmotion picture form Warner Brothers, starring Kevin
Bacon, Diane Lane, Luke Wilson, Frankie Muniz, and "Eddie" from the TV show Frasier (as
Skip), and produced by Mark Johnson (Rain Man).In 1943 in a sleepy town on the banks of the
Yazoo River, a boy fell in love with a puppy with a lively gait and an intellingent way of
listening. The two grew up together having the most wonderful adventures. A classic story of a
boy, a dog, and small-town America, My Dog Skip belongs on the same shelf as The Adventures
of Tom Sawyer and Russell Baker's Growing Up. It will enchant readers of all ages for years to
come.From the Trade Paperback edition. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition



of this title.About the AuthorWillie Morris's last book, My Cat Spit McGee was published by
Random House in Fall 1999. He lived in Jackson, Mississippi, until his death in 1999.From the
Trade Paperback edition. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.From Publishers WeeklyFormer Harper's editor Morris presents a memoir of his small-town
childhood in the 1940s and the dog who shared it with him.Copyright 1996 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverNow
a major motion picture form Warner Brothers, starring Kevin Bacon, Diane Lane, Luke Wilson,
Frankie Muniz, and "Eddie" from the TV show Frasier (as Skip), and produced by Mark Johnson
(Rain Man).In 1943 in a sleepy town on the banks of the Yazoo River, a boy fell in love with a
puppy with a lively gait and an intellingent way of listening. The two grew up together having the
most wonderful adventures. A classic story of a boy, a dog, and small-town America, My Dog
Skip belongs on the same shelf as The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Russell Baker's Growing
Up. It will enchant readers of all ages for years to come. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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How To Score Points - Raising Your TeenUnderstanding Your Teenager in Today's Ever-
Changing WorldTaylor DeBrucePublished by DLP publishing CanadaCopyright © 2022 Taylor
DeBruceDedicationI dedicate this book to the countless parents who, like me, have struggled
with raising their teenage sons and daughters in different areas. Our journeys are different, but I
have written this book, keeping you in mind.ContentsTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationIntroductionChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter
FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenChapter
ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter SixteenAbout
The AuthorHow To Score Points Raising Your TeenUnderstanding Your Teenager in Today's
Ever-Changing WorldTaylor DeBruceIntroductionAfew decades back (the 1980s to 1990s), you
could prepare for teen years. You knew you had at least thirteen years before that teenage cloud
hung over your home. After all, most kids started displaying typical teenage traits from twelve
years from now on. If you were lucky enough, you’d only realize that your child no longer idolized
you when they were fifteen. That’s when you would start fretting over how many years you had
until they turned eighteen and moved past that horrid stage.But now? Kids are becoming
teenagers much earlier (might it be something in the water?) Even your eight-year-old kid will
scoff at you when you try to offer some advice. Or blurt out that you’re annoying them as they
shun your kisses and hugs. It’s getting much harder to hold on to these precious angels before
that cloud hangs over your household.It would be nice if we could tell that our lives were about to
change in a millisecond. But how do you know you’re under the dark cloud? Easy! You see it in
the way your teenager acts. They are slamming doors, making a mess in their rooms, rolling their
eyes, grunting at you, playing loud music, slouching, and acting out. Even when going out with
friends, they call it ‘hanging out’ and will shoot daggers at you if you call it a play date. Does this
describe your teenager? Have you caught yourself telling your child that they are now acting like
a teenager? Have they suddenly changed? It’s like you went to sleep one day and a stranger
moved into your child’s room, and you do not know how it all went wrong. All you know is that
your child, who once longed for your hugs, now seems allergic to your affection. Even the teens
who don’t act out seem to shy away from their parents when the teenage bug hits them.It’s all
normal, right? So, you figure you might as well get ahead of the curve and prepare for what’s
coming. The solution?–your friends who have an equally hard time raising their kids. That
doesn’t work. Even if they mean well, they are as confused as you are, trying to understand why
their kids are running two Instagram accounts and only following them with one. You’re there
nodding, wondering how they ever got so lucky that their kids even follow them with one -yours
won’t even friend you on Facebook! So, you try the bookshop and go home with a couple of
books that teach parents how to deal with teenagers. But none of these books address the
problems facing Gen Zs. You turn one page after the other, shaken by how seemingly easier it
was to raise a child in the twentieth century. Do you mean these kids didn’t even have cell
phones? And oh, the parties were almost always a few streets away? My kid goes to parties
across the state!The books are great, but they only push you closer to giving up. While teenage



emotions and rage are similar, these books were for a very different generation. The simpler
times. I know because I have been that frantic parent in the bookstore, reading the back covers
and crossing my fingers that this would be the magic book. Sure, the books go into
communication and how to deal with the raging emotions, but they barely scratch the
surface.Where’s the book that tells you that some adult identifying as age-fluid will try to slide
into your child’s DMs? How do you tell your kid that the other fifteen-year-old messaging them
might be some thirty-six-year-old fronting as fifteen? Or the one that tells you how to handle your
fifteen-year-old being on contraceptives? What about the guide that takes you through what to
do when your twelve-year-old discovers weed? Parenting in this twenty-first century is nothing
like it was in the twentieth century. And expecting what worked a century ago to work now will
only make your parenting journey harder. We’re currently dealing with unlimited pornography
access, coaxing our kids not to give in to the pressures of social media celebrities (don’t get me
started on the body distortion issues fueled by Instagram and TikTok influencers), and an age
where children see the ills of society play out on live TV (how do you explain injustice-related
protests to your fourteen-year-old who already has anxiety walking to the corner shop?)
Unfortunately, these vices are not only affecting teenagers but adolescents and kids too. Our
children are in danger!You get the picture -we are dealing with a crisis. But what’s the solution? If
your teenager was back to being five and listened to everything you said, you could go back to
childproofing the house. They were safer that way. But remember when you wanted your child to
grow into a teen, eager to see what personality they would take on? That time has come! The
good news is that most people grow out of their teenage personalities. They look back and go,
‘what was I thinking?’ The bad news is that this transition into adulthood can take a dark turn. But
controlling your teenager is never the answer. Teenagers are reactionary -you push, they push
harder. So, if you take that phone away, they will do what it takes to get online.This book gets into
what it’s like to raise a Gen Z teenager and what it requires of you as a parent. Is there a way to
guide your teenager without being that controlling parent that triggers childhood trauma? How
can you protect your teenager while allowing them to stumble and make their mistakes? Is it too
late to start parenting your teen? (Spoiler alert -you are never too late!)It focuses on insights from
experts as I lean on to my experiences as a parent. Does it mean you’ll perfect the art of raising
teens? Not even close, but you’ll be a better parent where it counts. At the end of the day,
parents are but custodians guiding children into adulthood. You might disagree with all your
teenager’s choices, but you’ll be there supporting them each step of the way. The chapters in
this book guide you on offering parental support without being overbearing or barely scratching
the surface. I call it… The Balancing Act.PS: All the chapters in the book cover integral teen
parenting pain points, and you can read them in any order. Enjoy! I hope this book will inspire
you as much as it inspired me as I wrote it.Chapter OneWelcome To Parenting Gen ZsFewer
than half (forty-seven percent) of Gen Zers say they’re content with their lives compared to sixty
percent of Millennials. And sixty-seven percent of Millennials believe that their life is full of
purpose compared to only fifty-three percent of Gen Z.What Makes Gen Zs Different?Are you



parenting a Gen Z teen? You’ve probably often wondered who is walking around your home -
with headphones on, a distant look in their eyes, and a nonchalant approach to life. They seem
to have a dramatically different view from yours. It does not matter if you’re discussing politics,
sexuality, careers, or hobbies. You always seem to be on different ends of the spectrum -it’s
almost like you’re talking about life with an alien.Tabloids and news outlets refer to this new
generation as millennials on steroids. But what does that even mean? How do you even start to
understand the fundamental differences between your teen and the average millennial? It
begins with understanding what makes a generation. A generation is simply a group of people
born within a similar period whose experiences shape how they view the world.Here’s an
example—the millennials. This generation grew up during 9/11, bore the brunt of the great
recession, and witnessed history in the making with the Obama election. Let’s not forget that
they grew up amidst the rise of the internet. Millennials are exceptional -I have raised one
firsthand. I know how challenging it was to navigate the influence of the internet.Then there are
the Gen Xs. These grew up during the AIDS crisis, danced to MTV, and reveled at the end of the
Cold War. Of course, their (our) parenting styles at the time borrowed a lot from the baby
boomers who had grown up amidst assassinations, wars, protests, and presidential
assassinations. Each generation has a tale that shapes its perspective. So, you can see where I
am heading with this.Gen Zs are the unique category we’ve got so far. They grew up in tandem
with social media platforms. Add global terrorism, same-sex marriage rulings, and Trump’s
election to that list, and you’ve got them down to an art. But how has this shaped them?While we
cannot stereotype this generation and use a cookie-cutter parenting style on them, we can
accept a few things:This generation has a weird fascination (obsession) with their smart devices.
A good forty percent claim to be addicted to their devices!Gen Zs are highly entrepreneurial and
want to jump into the job market as soon as possible. They are also pursuing more non-
conventional careers—Instagram influencers, TikTok influencers, YouTube stars, and you name
it!Their generation is highly competitive and more independent compared to millennials.Many
Gen Zs struggle with mental health (most citing anxiety and depression). FOMO (fear of missing
out) is more real in this generation than in any other era.Gen Zs are more open with their
sexuality, shying away from labels and embracing gender fluidity and non-binary terms.Gen Zs
view truth as relative. Rather than fall into the same religious patterns, we have seen in previous
generations. They are more likely to do what does not hurt anyone than stick to what’s carved in
stone.Why Previous Parenting Strategies Do Not Work?Which generation do you think is the
closest to Gen Zs? You’d be forgiven for citing millennials. After all, Gen Zs are millennials on
steroids, but these two generations are worlds apart, as this book will reveal. Gen Zs are more in
line with the Silent Generation. Oh yes, we’re going back to the 1925 to 1945 generation, also
known as The Lucky Few Generation. Here was a group of people who had just come from the
First World War. As they picked up the pieces of their lives, they witnessed the Korean War,
celebrated the moon landing, and sooner than they knew it, were smack in the middle of another
World War.But how can the Gen Zs relate to a generation that witnessed so much tragedy? The



financial constraints. Both generations had to live in the ruins of a past they had no part in. For
example, Gen Zs live in the effects of a past recession. No wonder they cannot help but do what
they can to succeed in their careers. Oh, and Gen Zs get along well with baby boomers. So, you
might notice that your teen gets along better with their grand or great-grandparents more than
they do with you. Embrace it!To parent your Gen Z, you would have to use strategies that worked
back from 1925 to 1945. Even so, you must remember that the silent generation did not have the
internet. They were not dealing with one crisis after the other playing out on a digital screen.
They were sheltered to some effect, even with bullets raining down on villages and enemies
dropping bombs. Why? They did not have pop-up notifications on everything wrong in the world.
No news platform streamed breaking news throughout the day and night. Live streaming was
unheard of. So, parents could decide just how much their children knew about the
circumstances. They had the chance to break down each nugget into sizeable pieces of
information for their young ones. But your teen does not have this protection. Parents are now
watching their children’s innocence stripped away from an early age. If you don’t talk to them
about something, someone else will, perhaps not as gently as you would like.So, nothing that
worked for the silent generation, millennials, or even baby boomers can prepare you for your
Gen Z teen or tween. You need to arm yourself with a new set of parenting rules.What Next for
Gen Z Parenting? As a parent (millennial or Gen X), you might be wondering how you can get
through to a Gen Z teen if you can’t use previous parenting strategies. Well, the Gen Z parenting
map is quite complex. We are throwing helicopter parenting out and welcoming a more adaptive
parenting technique. Why?First, there’s the fact that Gen Zs are highly independent and
practical. They don’t appreciate being told what to do and often do what feels right. Why? They
have grown up in a society that tells them they have a voice, and they have learned how to use it.
Some teens verbalize their rebellion, while others use artistic ways to express that they are not
bending to your will. Whatever the case, the message will be clear. It’s no longer a one-way
street. So, folding your hands and having the last word does not cut it with them. For a parent,
this can be incredibly scary. Most of us grew up in homes where our parents’ word was the law.
So, to parent a generation that can speak back is mind-boggling. Accepting that you are not lord
over your teen is the first step towards hacking the Gen Z parenting puzzle. The next is to
understand how to involve your teen in more decisions in the household.Gen Zs have grown up
in the era of social currency, with influencers paving the way for them. They have developed para-
social relationships with these online personas who direct them on where to eat, shop, exercise,
etc. Social media educates them on almost everything. So, you can’t expect them to do precisely
what you say. They’ve been clear that steamrolling won’t work for them. What’s the solution?–
showing them! Practicing what you preach is the only way to go. I know it’s a hard pill to swallow,
but you can’t be on TikTok all day and yelling at your tween to stay off their phone at the same
time. Use the art of influence and mold them into the adult you want them to be.I have
emphasized that Gen Zs are independent, but that does not mean they know everything. They
still need your guidance as they navigate the usual hurdles of being a teenager. They will face



the same issues you did as a teen: peer pressure, body image issues, pressure to act like adults,
sexual anxiety, and lack of confidence. The only difference is that their issues play out on a much
bigger scale. Your teen’s body image issues will only be made worse when they log on to social
media and see a bunch of Instagram models showcasing their picture-perfect bodies. Accept
that you cannot shield them from these influences and instead focus on helping them sort
through their experiences.Let’s not forget that Gen Zs are at more risk of mental health issues.
Most of them are going through or know someone struggling with anxiety and depression.
Studies show a positive side to this—these teens have grown up in a society that allows them to
express themselves. The result?–they will probably make much better parents than their
predecessors. However, you need to understand how to help your teen through the mental
health rollercoaster to get them there.Are you ready? You might have thought that parenting a
Gen Z teen would have been easier with all their independence and exposure. But it turns out
that this is a double-edged sword. This book will show you how to make the best out of this turn
of events.***Chapter TwoParenting The Adolescent“The bad thing about being my age is being
expected to act like an adult at college/work but being treated like a child at home.” —Seventeen-
year-oldWhat is Adolescence?When I think about adolescence, I think back to my science class
when I was ten. Nobody had ever talked to me about my body—not my parents, relatives, or
siblings. You’d think the church would have thrown some crumbs my way, but I had nothing. So,
when my science teacher walked in with a stern smile on her face and a book in hand, I was not
prepared for what was coming. She pointed out the changes that would occur in our bodies, and
I could feel my classmates somewhat changing their postures. They sat with their backs
hunched and their chins so low that it was impossible not to assess what they were feeling—
shame. We had grown up in a society where these changes were not discussed at the dinner
table. So, to have a teacher walk in and look you in the eye, telling you that your body was about
to change, was a game-changer.In those days, if you were lucky, your parents would throw a few
pointers at you at the oddest of moments. You’d be fixing a light bulb in the garage, and your dad
would go, “Eh, stay away from boys. You’re a big girl now.” Before you even thought of an answer,
he’d be gone. A few weeks would go by, and as the horror of the last conversation washed off
your face, your mom would go, “Here, I got something for you.” Then you’d open the package
and find a pack of tampons. I was red-faced for most of my teenage years because sexuality
was taboo. So, you picked up bits of information here and there and read science books like they
had the key to a magic portal. Because they did, they unlocked the mystery that was
adolescence.What followed were hushed conversations between peers. Have your pubic hairs
grown in? When do you think you will get your period? Did you hear Mark’s voice in class? I think
his voice broke! A few giggles here and there, and we thought we’d uncovered a state secret.
Little did we know that adolescence went beyond the physical, and that’s the part our science
teacher left out, a part that haunted us for many years.Can we make the same mistakes with
Gen Zs? No! As I said earlier, they have access to this information. They may even know more
than you do (it probably scares you to hear that, but that’s the world we live in now).The



Transition: Preparing for the Roller Coaster Ahead “Adolescence lasts longer these days,
as people go to university and do internships, and need more support from parents.” —TeenThe
best way to describe adolescence is a transitional period between childhood and adulthood.
Let’s assume your child travels through a portal. So, one minute your kid is eight, and you’re
shuffling them into the portal, and the next, they are twenty and coming out as an adult. In
between those years, they undergo changes that shape the person they become.Oh, and here’s
the best part of it—you never know when your kid falls into that portal. Some fall into it at twelve,
others head in at nine, and the slower ones moonwalk their way to it at thirteen or even later. But
you will hardly know when it happens. You wake up one day and go, ‘who are you?’ to the moody
bearded teenager walking through your hallway. They, of course, are just as confused as you are.
If you’re not careful, the transitional period can be akin to two ships passing in the night—one
with a distressed captain looking for a map and fumbling with the signals and controls and the
other captain lost in memories, wishing they could turn back the time and go back to the simpler
times.But your baby, with the wide smile and eager hugs, is not coming back. You are now
dealing with an adolescent who will rebel every chance they get as they try to figure out who
they want to be. If you’re lost in the past's glory, you will miss out on the present, and that will
affect both you and your child’s future. So, focus on the iron that’s melting right in front of you,
and enjoy the smelting process, shaping that iron into the perfect mold (adult).How To Prepare
Your Child for Adolescence“We spend most of our lives as adults, so it’s important to understand
what happens before, and how it impacts adulthood.” —Girl, Seventeen-year-oldMost of the
people I talked to when writing this book agreed with me on one thing—we need to do better
when parenting our adolescents. We cannot hide behind the notion that science teachers and
school counselors will carry the bigger bulk of the work. Our kids are learning about their bodies
from as early as four! So, before your kid’s science teacher is flipping through the pages and
delving into the physical and psychological changes, your kid will know it all. You can only hope
that they will know the right thing and not be led by the misinformation out there. Just because
our kids have access to information does not mean it’s the correct information. Here’s what I
think of the information reaching our kids:Suddenly, the Lie jumps out of the well, puts on the
clothes of the Truth, and runs off towards a nearby village. The furious Truth leaps out of the well
and runs to find the Lie and get her clothes back. Seeing the Naked Truth, the Villagers are
horrified and look away with contempt and rage. The poor Truth returned to the well and
disappeared, forever hiding her shame. And since that day, the lie travels the world, clothed as
the Truth.It’s an excerpt from The Naked Truth and the Lie, a story as old as time and one that
continues to inspire the need to question our sources of information. You get the gist—lies
spread faster than the truth, so what your child may think they know about their bodies could be
a bunch of hogwash. So, how do you replace lies with the truth?Nine To Eleven YearsWhoa! Are
we really talking to our kids about their bodies as young as nine? Oh, yes!–If recent studies are
anything to go by, we might even start as young as seven in the coming years. Kids are
developing fast, and their bodies show signs of puberty as young as nine. Can we put this on



climate change? Who knows? But as we figure out where to point our fingers, let’s see what you
can expect of your kids:Their friendships will be more solid by now, and you’ll notice a pattern in
these relationships. They will hang around the same group of kids from whom they derive their
social status.Peer pressure also sneaks in at this point. Don’t be surprised if they dress and
speak differently.Unfortunately (and this is big), now is when they realize their bodies are
different. So, it would help if you watched out for any signs of eating disorders and body
dysmorphia (I will get into this later).They are more independent and prefer to handle some
things on their own.The best part is your kid can actually listen to you for much longer–yay for an
increased attention span! It won’t last long, so make the most of it.What Role Do You Play in
This?You’re at the easy stage. It’s all about being involved at this point. You can:Spend more time
with your child. Encourage them to make more friends to broaden their social interactions. Limit
their screen time to enable them to be more present. Be careful to avoid the notion of
punishment rather than discipline. One promotes open communication, and the other shuts that
door.Cheer them on as they take on more extracurricular activities. A healthy body and mind will
equal a more balanced child. Add a healthy diet and enough sleep (9-12 hours), and your kid will
be okay.Be open about the dangers of social pressures. Talk about sex, drugs, eating disorders,
social media, etc. Please get to know what they think and take them through the effects of
engaging in such activities.Embrace their independence. Carve out more roles for them in the
home. Also, teach them how to set and stick to goals, even if it’s as simple as making their bed
each morning.Bring in the aspect of affirmations. Most of us grew up with our parents doting on
us. Then, when they were no longer around to praise us, we crumbled, unsure whether we were
still good girls and boys. Teach children to praise themselves when they have done an excellent
job. This self-affirmation will still be around even when you are not.Open up about finances. Gen
Zs are more entrepreneurial than the previous generations. They leave high school and hit the
ground running with their careers. So, this might be the right time to prepare your kid finance-
wise. Bring out your savings and expenses calculator and teach your child how to budget.Bring
out the rules. Now that they can understand right and wrong, you can bring out the rules. Again,
keep in mind that this is a Gen Z, so you need to spell out the reasons for the rules. For example,
if no parent is in the home, you cannot hold a party. Then get into the why. You need to be
creative and compelling with your whys.Get into what they could experience in puberty. What
emotional changes might they notice? Are there any physical changes heading their way? What
can they do to navigate each of these changes? You might need to use a diagram for pictorial
references -make it a bit like a science class. I need to add that you might want to take it slowly
instead of bombarding your kid with all the information. But if they can take it, why not?Twelve To
Fourteen YearsOkay, now we’re at the stage where most parents are forced to deal with the fact
that they have a teenager in the house. It’s impossible to deny the obvious -the facial hair, the
breasts, the monthly tampon expenses, the deep voice, you know how it goes. Your teenager
can also see what’s happening, and they know that everyone else can, too. So, you can imagine
just how conscious they are of their appearance. You were too once, so you know how exposed



your child may be feeling. You need to act fast to ensure that they don’t use drugs or fall into
other bad habits to escape their reality. So, how do you know that your kid is smack in the middle
of puberty?Your teen cares about how they look. They spend hours agonizing about their clothes
and general body image. Does this make me look fat? Is this even trendy? If you make me wear
that to school tomorrow, I will kill myself!Their moods are like a pendulum, akin to being stuck on
a banana ride. One minute, they are professing their love for you, and the next, they are
slamming the door in your face! Oh, and they have short tempers, like faulty fuses -one wrong
word, and you have it coming.Your opinion matters less than that of your children’s friends. They
no longer come to you for advice. You’re the moneybags, and their friends are the advisors -roles
have changed. And when you try to step in and offer an idea about their style, hair, or even
makeup, you get an eye roll, shrug, just something to show you that you are punching above
your weight class.Schoolwork stresses them, and they can’t seem to keep up with the workload.
Your child constantly worries about assignments and needs more help to get things done.Their
independence is at a higher level. They show more confidence in setting goals and sticking to
them. They also start expressing their future expectations with these big plans, like becoming an
actor, singing on Broadway, moving to Manhattan, etc.Their eating habits may have changed.
Your child could eat everything in sight or could fiddle with their food at dinner. The other day, a
friend told me that her twelve-year-old niece wouldn’t eat because she does not want to be fat!
So, there’s a sign of an eating disorder at such an early age.Your teen may feel sad or
depressed and may seem to move through life lost. Unfortunately, it’s a gateway to drugs, unsafe
sex, truancy, and a hoard of other problems. Now might be the time to pay more attention to their
moods and expressions. You could notice something that has not caught your eye in the
past.Should You Wait It Out?How amazing would it be if you could step back these few years
and watch the puzzle come together? But you can’t. Now, more than ever, you need to be
present in your child’s life as it affects their future. Any habits they sink into now could tug at them
well into adulthood. You can always turn the outcome around by:Getting to know your child’s
friends. It’s always nice to get a feeling about the people whose company your child enjoys. It
gives you a glimpse of what matters to your child and enables you to influence your kid by
influencing their social group. Advise your child to stick to friends who influence positive
changes in their life.Being open about drugs, sex, eating disorders, social media, etc. Teens at
this stage can understand what all these categories entail. They also know enough about these
activities and can give you a breakdown of their take on these matters. Listen to them and be
honest about how you feel about these sensitive topics. You should not shy away because that
avoidance could push them further away from you.Taking part in their school life. You are not yet
off the hook for those parent-teacher conferences or parent-child workshops. Find out what
more you can do at school and hang around more often. Sure, your kid might roll their eyes at
you chaperoning an activity, but it gives you more time together. Don’t be the snooping parent
who’s there to police everything they do.Allowing them to take over the reins in their life. Your
child is now more confident in their decisions. Your role is to guide them in making the best ones



while respecting their opinions. Learn to communicate with your child. For example, if your kid
wants to use all their savings to buy a car, talk to them about why you think it’s a bad idea or
otherwise. Don’t tell a Gen Z what to do -consider their thoughts and feelings and have an open
dialogue. Else, they will buy the car and stash it in some park–these kids!Enforcing boundaries.
You need to step up as a parent and mark out what’s acceptable in the household. That includes
household duties, school achievements, dialogues with other household members, screen time,
etc. You are still the parent, even with your teen taking on more responsibility. That’s a role you
should not delegate or neglect.Walking them through the effects of their physical changes. Is
your teen too shy to leave the house when they have a zit? Are they hiding at home because
they are afraid of people’s reactions to their physical changes? Your teen will need a lot of
reassurance, and you’ll need to step in quite a lot. Talk to them about even the most
embarrassing of changes and if you don’t know the answer, find it together.Tracking your teen.
You can’t afford not to know where your teen is. Teenagers need structure. You should know
where they will be, how you can reach them, what time they will get home, if they made it to
school, etc. You should also set rules for what they should do when home alone. How do they
handle emergencies? Can they have friends over?Encouraging physical activity. How do you
deal with that pent-up energy coursing through your teen’s veins? You direct it to a sport. It could
be anything from walking the dog to playing football on the weekends. Couple this with limited
screen time, healthy meals, and enough sleep (8-10 hours).Fifteen To Seventeen YearsDo you
want proof that girls mature faster than boys? Here’s a fact -most girls will have completed
puberty by the time they are fifteen. They will already master their menstrual cycle, choosing to
fit bras, and dealing with their fleeting crushes. But your son? He’ll just have entered the actual
depths of puberty. Does that mean that your daughter will be in the clear? Not even close. Now is
when she’ll start noticing cellulite on her thighs and taping her legs together to create the illusion
of perfection—or skipping a meal to avoid bloating. Maybe she’ll get on her first diet -it could
even be the cabbage soup diet! And your son? He’ll probably be lifting weights, trying out
protein shakes, or eating more than he did before. Or he could agonize about why his skin is not
as smooth anymore or why he can’t pull off a ponytail. Welcome to the last teen years, the most
challenging part of navigating teen years.What Are You In For?Your teen will:Start exploring their
sexuality and romantic relationships at this point. Gone are the days when you were sure your
daughter would introduce you to some lanky boy from the block. Now, it could be anyone,
including her best friend Angie from first grade. Or she could realize that she does not feel
comfortable being labeled as a woman. You’ll also be part of this exploration, so it’s time you
keep an open mind.Be less confrontational. You notice your teen will be more open to engaging
with you, allowing you to impact their lives positively. But it would help if you met them where
they are rather than tell them.Still be showing signs of independence and will want to carve out a
path by themselves.Probably experience feelings of sadness and could sink into depression.
You’ll need to be the guiding force that helps them out of this funk. The alternative will be drug
abuse, truancy, unsafe sex, etc.How Do You Step into All of This?Seeing your child changing



right in front of your eyes can be daunting. Here’s how you can make this process easier for all of
you:Keep paying attention to their social and academic interests. Whether they are getting into
theater or pursuing art, be the person who pushes them to stick to their interests.Praise your
teen even as you encourage self-affirmation. They still need to hear that echo blazing behind
them, assuring them they are loved and accepted.Pay attention to their behaviors. Are they
eating less? Do they have friends? Are they going on about how life has no meaning? Figure out
if your teen is struggling and if you can’t offer them the help they need, seek a counselor to step
in.Understand that your teen is more independent now and has opinions about life. Learn to
listen to them, even though you may disagree on the best path for them. Also, encourage your
child to develop problem-solving and conflict resolution skills.Gauge their internet use. How are
they using social media? Are they spending too much time on these platforms? Guide them on
making the best decisions when interacting with people on the internet -what to post, when to
involve an adult, when to walk away, etc.Don’t forget to talk about sensitive topics like drugs, sex,
and eating disorders. Ideally, you will have spoken to your child about these from ages nine, but
even if you are starting now, you still have a lot of good you can impart in their life.Treat your teen
like one they have a right to privacy. Respect their space. Don’t barge into their room without
knocking, read their diary, or snoop into their direct messages.Encourage a healthy lifestyle
more nutritious meals, enough sleep, more exercise, etc.You might have noticed that the
emphasis on physical changes has taken a bit of a backseat with Gen Z parenting. So, why is it
on the back burner? For a simple reason -physical changes are but a fraction of what kids go
through in adolescence. Mostly, they struggle with peer pressure, the need to act like adults,
eating disorders, sexual health, academic achievements, concerns about their future, social
media influences, etc. It’s even worse for Gen Zs who now deal with social currency -where they
ate, who they were with, where they hung out, etc. If you didn’t post it, then it didn’t happen. So,
the acne on their face or their voices breaking in recess is just part of the whole enigma that is
adolescence. And as a parent, you can’t pick one struggle and stick with it. You must embrace
the entire experience and feel its depth and weight. That’s the only way you can truly be there for
your teenager.Are You Making Your Child's Changes About You? “Adolescence isn’t a
negative word; it’s the surrounding words that are negative, like immaturity and lack of
independence.”There’s a reason so many authors have penned down guides to parenting teens.
It’s a lot of trial and error, and nobody is sure they’re doing the right thing. You second-guess
yourself, questioning if you’ve done enough for your child while pulling your hair out at their
antics. How can you ensure that you’re not the parent throwing a tantrum at their kid each time
things go wry?Calm Down: Sometimes, you feel the need to push back. Rather than follow your
kid into the gutters to have the final word, stop and breathe.Listen: I know it feels great to be
correct. But what’s the point if being right only pushes your child further away from you? Learn to
welcome your child’s insights even when you are sure you’re right. The whole point lies in
reaching a consensus as often as you can.Love Your Child: Parenting is not a conditional
contract. You can’t only love your child when they do what you say, then reject them when they



rebel. Talk to your child. Instead of labeling them a bad child, try something like, “I don’t know
why you thought sneaking out in the dead of night to see your friends was a good idea. But I am
sure you have a reasonable point of view. All I want is for you to take better care of
yourself.”Loosen the Reins: You’ve been the law for a long time, and it’s hard to accept that your
child now wants independence. Rather than refuse them this right, set boundaries. Come up
with a plan that works for both of you. For example, maybe your child can leave home as long as
they are contactable for their away hours.Aim to Understand: It’s not easy to be rational when
you find your fourteen-year-old passed out on the kitchen floor, drunk as a skunk. But ask
yourself, what are they trying to achieve? They are probably looking for attention, social
currency, and a break from school. What is it? Talk to them and figure it out. It might surprise you
that your child is crying for help.Monkey See, Monkey Do!Oh, and seeing as you’re raising a Gen
Z, none of the above measures will work if you’re not an exemplary role model. Don’t snack on
chips and soda all weekend, and advise your kid to grab some broccoli. It won’t work. This
generation will let no one steamroll them, including their parents. So, if you want them to do
something, show them what that looks like. I know how times have changed!So, you’re probably
wondering how you can talk to your kid about sex and mental health. I have covered this in the
later chapters of this book, giving you a detailed guide on broaching these sensitive topics. But
first, let’s get to a core subject: are you treating your teens the same?***Chapter ThreeAre Boys
And Girls All That Different?“I’m a man, and I enjoy watching ballet and listening to Taylor Swift.
Art appreciation is not gender-specific.” –Arjun Jagdish RamThe #GenderBender campaign is
one of the many movements that have caught my eye in recent years. People are moving away
from gender stereotypes, and I am here for it. Young girls don’t have to dress up as princesses
for Halloween, nor do young boys need to be spidermen. Our children are now choosing who
they want to be. I take back to my son’s early years when we lived in a gayborhood in Vancouver.
Most of the cute spots in the area were dotted with men and women openly expressing their love
for each other. So, as we sat in one of these restaurants enjoying a quiet afternoon, my son
looked up at me in amazement. He was pointing at a couple behind me, eyes wide open, and
asking, “Why are those two men kissing each other?” I casually glanced at the couple in
question, two young men embroiled in a passionate kiss, then to my son, and answered,
“Because it’s okay for two men to kiss each other.”That was back in the early 2000s when
LGBTQIA+ rights were barely a thing. Most people did not understand why a man would choose
to be with another man or why a woman would love her fellow woman. But I knew it was my duty
as a parent to pass on the right message to my son—acceptance and love for everyone. Even
now, as he’s matured into a fine young man, I can see that my lesson back then bore the fruit I
wanted. I could have been the intolerant human who fed my child with poisonous perceptions.
However, I fought the stereotype for my child's good.What choices are you making as a parent?
What messages are you passing on to your child about gender identity, sexuality, and gender
roles?What is Gender Identity?“If two girlfriends kiss each other, they’re oh-so-cute and besties,
and the world is XOXOXO about that concept, but if two guy friends kiss each other, they’re gay



and uncool. There’s nothing wrong with a little of bromance.” –Rushil Zutshi, Vellore Institute of
TechnologyRemember when speeches all started with ‘ladies and gentlemen?’ Well, that does
not work anymore. You can’t assume that someone identifies as male and creates an email with
dear sir. Or tap the lady in line and go, “excuse me, miss.” Such assumptions can land you in
trouble in the workplace or social settings. So, if you can’t make this faux pas elsewhere, why
would you do it in your home? Have you explored your child’s gender identity?I know I might
have lost you here, so I will take it slow. Gender and sex are not the same. Sex is the label you
get at birth -male or female, based on your sexual organs. But gender refers to your social status
-how society expects you to behave because of your sex. Can you see the relation? If I were to
be the traditional parent, I would have pushed my son to play sports because that’s what other
boys were expected to do. Gender also encompasses legal status -you are a boy or a girl, man,
or woman. That means that if you are a woman, you will fulfill women’s roles in society. It’s that
simple -or at least that’s what society forced down our throats in the past centuries.It wasn’t until
a few decades ago that people started differentiating sex, gender, and gender identity. Gender
identity is all about how you feel inside. Some people feel like they are male, while others identify
as female. If your gender identity aligns with your assigned sex, you fall under the cisgender
category. Others feel like masculine females or feminine males. And that’s where we land on
transgender people, who feel that their assigned sex differs from who they are. Finally, some
people don’t identify as any of the sexes. That’s where gender fluidity comes in–that’s why you
cannot assume that someone answers to miss or mister.Let’s use a typical example. Your child’s
sex can be male, and society expects them to run around chasing lizards and playing tag. But
inside, your child feels like a Barbie doll and wants to act and dress like one. So, they use your
makeup, asking for Barbie-like clothes and acting like a real-life Barbie doll. It’s one example, but
you get the gist.So, how long do you have before you talk with your kid? Newsflash -gender
identity begins as early as two years! Your tween or teen is probably aware of pronouns and
gender identity. But are they questioning their identity? Do they feel like something is different
about them? There’s only one way to find out:Understand gender identity: You cannot educate or
resonate with your kid if you don’t understand gender identity and sexual orientation differences.
Unfortunately, people often get it mixed up. For example, you might assume he wants to date a
male because your son identifies as female. But gender identity does not make sexuality.Learn
the terms: From sex to gender fluidity to gender nonbinary down to assigned sex, learn what
each term entails. The more you know, the more valuable your conversation will be.
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Rose O, “An essential insight into the world of Gen Z teenagers and how to communicate with
them.. How to Score Points Raising Your Teen gives insights that really do help you to
understand your Generation Z teenager in today's world. There's a clear explanation of why this
generation is unique, and what their lives are like. Having never known a world without an
internet has shaped them in ways that we parents will never fully appreciate, but this book goes
a long way to help us understand, to make parenting choices, and to communicate effectively
with our children. I loved the list of conversations you must have, and the guide to navigating
social pressures in the social media era. Other issues covered include mental health, gender
identity, dating in the digital age, sex, drugs, teenage pregnancy, and valuing the independence
they have more than any other generation before them. This is great resource and is easy to
read.”

ellen, “Great insights and resource!. This book is an excellent resource for anyone raising or
working with teens! The author shares extensive knowledge and great insights into the teen's
situation, what they are going through, and how to deal with them. The author also splits the
topics into the different age groups of teens, which I found very useful. This gives the reader an
understanding of the current situation and what's still to come in the coming years—highly
recommended for anyone raising or working with teens!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “very helpful guide. I found this book to be a very helpful guide that I could
read over and over and dip back into when needed. Very nicely written and easy to read. It has
made me think about my parenting style.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Some great information. Really helpful to get inside the mind of your teen
to see how they think. Good tips for changing your approach for better communication.”

Colin Montie, “Great read. I loved this book. It really opened up new perspectives for me. How
many horrible things in world history could have been prevented if parents were to do the simple
things like eat dinner with their children on a reguar basis is unimaginable! Thanks a lot for
creating this awesome piece of literature”

The book by Willie Morris has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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